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A personal letter 

by Josefina Paulson 

 

 

 One of the things I love most with teaching 

nyckelharpa is the opportunity it gives me to meet 

people that are as interested and enthusiastic about 

the instrument and the traditional music, as I am.  

 I started to play the nyckelharpa at the age of 

9, at the local music school and the traditional music 

as well as this old instrument gave me my first 
knowledge in music and shaped me and my musical 

preferences to be mainly about the Swedish folk tra-

dition. My mother and father both worked as music 

teachers at the time, but in different genres than what 

I choose to devote my life to. I remember as a little 

girl being introduced to the guitar in my fathers at-

tempt to get me interested in his instrument, but 

turned it down in favor for the strange and not very 

common nyckelharpa.  

 It took me some years after high school to 

realize that it was music I was going to invest all my 

time in. In the meantime I studied and worked as a 

mental trainer and a yoga instructor, working with 

music on the side. In 2008 I received the honorable 

title ”rikspelman” and that same year I started my 

bachelor degree of music at the Royal Academy of 

Music, in Stockholm, Sweden. The same year as I 

finished my studies, 2011, I was grateful to receive 

the Bror Hjorth award with the words: "Technically 

brilliant, highly committed performance on nyckel-

harpa with both the preservation of cultural tradi-

tions and careful personal creative interpretation."  

 After my bachelor degree in music, I can 

now call myself a musician, but mainly I think of 

myself as a ”spelman” (a traditional fiddler), where 

I feel I have my identity. I mostly play and have my 

heart in tunes from Uppland and Västmanland, 

where I grew up and have my roots. 

 I recently released the CD “KONTAKT” 

with one of my trios, “Folke, Emma and Josefina” 

and have a second CD on its way with the group 

“Trio Schedin” playing traditional tunes after Johan 

Schedin together with the clarinetist Gunnar Liss 

and the fiddler Carina Normansson. Right now I am 
living in Melbourne, Australia and working with 

music fulltime. I am  looking forward to meeting 

the nyckelharpa players at the Scandia Camp Men-

docino in June. In this article I wish to share some 

of my thoughts about music and playing the nyckel-

harpa, which is going to reflect on my teaching 

methods during the camp. 
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Music for dancing 

 I look at most of the tunes I play, as dance 

music. In tradition, nyckelharpa was played as a solo 

instrument for dancing. The musician had the role of 

carrying the melody as well as giving the beat as the 

percussionist and on top of that creating a party feel-

ing for the crowd to get in the mood to dance. In my 

teaching I therefore put a lot of focus on the rhythmi-

cal part, to create an understanding for the beat and 

groove of the music connected to the dancing. Be-

cause in the end, I think music and dance is the same 

thing, just told in two different creative languages. 

  

To know your tradition and how  

to tell your own musical story 

 I love to teach traditional tunes and I am 

proud to be one of the fiddlers to carry on the tradi-

tion of this old material. I have found that another 

very important aspect of playing an old tune is to 

once again, today, make it come alive! The best way 

to do so, is to make it your own and to know how to 

tell your story, your version of this ancient piece. I 

want to compare it with making a stew. Only know-

ing what to put in it does not make it great. You also 

need to know in what order, and what spices to use to 

give it that wonderful flavor that will make your lis-

tener (and yourself) want to listen to it over and over 

again. 

The body as a part of your instrument, 

 ergonomic aspects of playing the nyckelharpa. 

 In my work as a mental trainer, and yoga in-

structor I carry with me techniques and ideas on how 

to play the nyckelharpa, in a traditional way, from a 

good ergonomic perspective. When I grew up, my 

mother, who worked as a flutist, had to stop her mu-

sical career because of a work related injury, and had 

to stop playing her instrument for good. Having seen 

this, I early understood the importance of a daily 

practice and taking good care of your body. I see my 

body as a part of the instrument, and therefore make 

sure that my body is as well tuned as my nyckel-

harpa. Therefore I always include simple but impor-

tant exercises during my lessons. In order to create 

awareness on what is happening in your body when 

you hang the instrument over your shoulders, and 

how to make the style of holding your instrument, the 

best possible in both a ergonomic and musical per-

spective.  

 

 This is just a few of the things I have in mind 

for the meeting in June 2012. I am also interested to 

hear what you wish for, so please, if you are plan-

ning to sign up for the Scandia Camp Mendocino, 

don’t hesitate to write me an email with your 

thoughts.  

 

All the best,  

 

Josefina Paulson 

 

contact@josefinapaulson.se 

www.josefinapaulson.se  

Josefina Paulson Foto:   Per-Ulf Allmo 
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 THREE TUNES FOR SCANDIA CAMP MENDOCINO  

[Ed. Note:  These are three of the tunes that Josefina Paulsen will be teaching at Skandia Camp  

Mendocino this summer.    To learn from recordings,  Josefina will have these tunes available to listen 

to on her web-site:  www.josefinapaulson.se. ] 

Polska efter Robert Landin,  Möklinta, Västamanland - - - - trad.   transcribed by Josefina Paulson 

Robert 

Landin and 

his father 

Gustav 

Landin 

worked as 

organists and 

bell ringers in 

the small 

town of Mök-

linta in Väst-

manland dur-

ing the 19th 

century.  

They left a 

vast treasure 

of traditional 

tunes.  

“Näcken” (Polska efter fadern efter (Axel Inge) (SvL Västmanland nr 110) 

   Guldsmedshyttan, Västmanland - - - - - -- trad.        transcribed by Josefina Paulson This transcrip-

tion is my ver-

sion of the 

tune, from the 

sheetmusic in 

Svenska Låtar 

Västmanland, 

page 68.  It is 

told that this 

melody was 

played by the 

famous fiddler 

“Spel-Karl” 

who often 

played for 

dancing.  One 

late night, on 

his way home 

from one of  

these occasions, he took a shortcut through the woods, tripped next to a brook where he fell asleep.  He then 

dreamt about this tune and after, whenever he played the piece, he cried.  - - - - - - -  Josefina Paulson 
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(Free translation of the lyrics by Josefina Paulson) 

 

Above everything on earth 

Above all, above everything on earth 

In you, I put my love and trust 

I believed in your words,  

but now I know otherwise 

You just played and then denied me 

when you chose someone else. 

 

When you say, I should not cry, 

then I cry the most. 

As the eyes are getting full of tears, 

then you smile the most. 

Then you smile, cause then you know, 

that your love will mourn to her grave. 

 

Över allt på jorden,   visa, Västmanland - - - - - - - - - - - - -  traditional, transcribed by Josefina Paulson 

Photos:   Mike Walkins 
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[Editor’s Note:  One of Eric Sahlström’s most famous compositions follows with an extensive history of 

the events which lead up to the creation of this tune.  I think that the historical writing by Lennart Ad-

sten of Naboer AB warrants a place in this publication.  I believe that when musician learns a tune that 

they should find out as much as they can about the background of the tune.  This tune has a very exten-

sive historical background.  It is also important to mention the fact that the source of the following arti-

cle and pictures are from an organization called Naboer AB.   This organization strives to promote the 

dissemination of  information about history, culture and current events which affect the border area of 

Sweden and Norway.  I think that it is a great compliment to the two countries that they can, after such 

a history of conflict that stretches back for over 500 years, cooperate together on projects such as these.  

It is also a great compliment to both countries that they resolved their differences in 1905 when Norway 

was able, finally, after more than 400 svarte årene , to become truly independent.] 
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General Armfeldt and the soldiers of King 

Carl XII (Armfeldts Karoliner)  

 by Lennart Adsten 
 In the summer of 1718 a large army was gather-

ing in Åredalen. These were the soldiers of King Carl 

XII of Sweden. Under the command of General Carl 

Gustav Armfeldt the army was to invade and annex 

Trondheim and the surrounding region. When the army 

left Duved in August, it comprised 10,073 soldiers, 

7,000 horses and 3,300 beef cattle. The campaign ended 

in disaster. During the march back to Sweden a dreadful 

snowstorm broke out during the New Year of 1718-

1719, leaving 3,000 soldiers dead in the mountains be-

tween Tydal and Handöl.  

 The history of the Armfeldt campaign is full of 

adventures and unsolved riddles. There were few battles 

but much suffering for both sides involved in the war. 

Over the past few years, a major cross-border coopera-

tion project has sought to make this chapter in history 

more exciting, easier to access and better known. You 

can get to know the history of the campaign at close 

quarters by following in the footsteps of the soldiers of 

Carl XII. The route is sign-posted, there are campaign 

centers, marked trails, exhibitions, dramatizations, re-

construction of buildings, and events involving expert 

guides, and much more.  

 

The history of “Armfeldts Karoliner”  
Sweden – a great European power  
 In 1697, at the age of 15, Karl XII acceded to 

the throne of Sweden, at the time a major European 

power with its heartland in Northern Europe. The king 

was facing a difficult task in preserving unity within in 

his vast kingdom. Positional warfare with Russia, Po-

land, Great Britain and Denmark was inevitable. As a 

result of losing the battle of Poltava in 1709, Sweden 

not only lost control of vast tracts of land but also suf-

fered a significant decline in political power.  

 Sweden was subjected to a trade blockade, and 

in 1718 Karl XII again called up an army. His intention 

was to attack and take Norway in order to secure a 

stronger bargaining position for Sweden in future 

peace negotiations, or, alternatively, to strengthen the 

country’s military position in the event of continued 

warfare.  

 The strategy chosen was to send the main body 

of the army, 40,000 men under the command of the 

King himself, to southern Norway. At the same time, 

an army of some 10,000 was to attack Norway from 

Jämtland with the aim of capturing the city of Trond-

heim.  

Mobilizing in Duved  
 Lieutenant General Carl Gustaf Armfeldt, aged 

52 and born in Finland but of Frösö decent, was ap-

pointed commander of the army.  

 The King’s order was for Armfeldt to take 

Trondheim within six weeks. The campaign was to 

start at Duved. The area had seen several years of fam-

ine, and 1718 was another bad year. The summer of 

1718 had also been very wet, which made roads and 

paths in Jämtland difficult to negotiate. The difficult 

task of procuring provisions and materiel for the army 

was given to Johan Henrik Friesenheim.  

 The march to Duved was a long and strenuous 

one for the regiments. Many soldiers were also war-

weary from earlier campaigns. The army that set out 

on the march towards Trøndelag in Norway comprised 

10,073 people, 6,721 horses, 2,500 cattle, and 727 

farmers with horse and cart. More than half of the 

force was drawn from the Finnish regiments. Each man 

was allocated provisions to last for six weeks. As often 

as not, other equipment was worn and well used.  

Stene redoubt  
 Stene redoubt was the first target in the 

Trøndelag area. The road from Skalstugan across Sul 

was held and barricaded by Norwegian units. There-

fore Armfeldt chose to take the unbeaten track to to-

wards Fersdalen in Meråker and continued the march  

Photo by Lennart Adsten  
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Captain Långström and General de la Barre  

 The irregular troops under the command of 

Captain Peter Långström frequently operated in support 

of Armfedt’s main army. The captain and his men, 

handpicked for the purpose, spread terror in Trøndelag 

with their fearless raids and scouting sorties. On 24 No-

vember, Peter Långström was ambushed and killed at 

Forradalen.  

 General Reinhold Johan de la Barre was Arm-

feldt’s next-in-command and “director of operations”. 

De la Barre and his cavalry are known for their fearless 

pursuit of a Norwegian cavalry unit south across the 

mountains of Dovre. He also captured Røros and its 

important copper deposits.  

The King is dead  
 In mid-December, the Norwegians had confir-

mation of rumors that Karl XII had died on November 

30, shot at the fortification of Fredriksten. Armfeldt, 

who had probably not been officially informed about 

the king’s death, took the army south towards Haltda-

len.  

The death march begins  
 On Christmas Eve, the poorly clothed soldiers 

assembled at the small stave church at Haltdalen to 

celebrate the birth of Christ. The morning service con-

cluded with the soldiers singing the traditional hymn “A 

mighty fortress is our God”.  

 They suffered greatly from the cold, and in des-

peration the soldiers plundered the farms in the area for 

anything that could be consumed or used to protect 

them from the cold. Sometimes, farmers who resisted 

were shot. Despite the plunder of the civilian popula-

tion, many soldiers died from cold at this stage of the 

campaign.  

 

[128] 

[129] 

past Hermansnasa towards Stene, having allowed the 

troops two days of rest at Lake Feren. 

 While troops feigned an attack on Stene from 

the east, the main body of the army moved around the 

fortification, attacking the Norwegians in the flank and 

rear.  

 Major General Vincent Budde, newly married 

and 57 years old, commanded Norway’s northern 

mountain troops in Trøndelag. Budde was a seasoned 

commander with experience gained in campaigns in 

Denmark and Pommerania. He soon realized the Swed-

ish army’s superiority in battle. He ordered a quick re-

treat from the redoubts of Stene and Skåne, which the 

Swedes were thus able to take without suffering any 

significant losses.  

Failure to reach Trondheim  
 The army continued to march south towards 

Trondheim. The roads were in poor condition and re-

peated sorties by small groups of Norwegian soldiers 

delayed the advance of the Swedish troops. The moun-

tain pass at Langstein, where around 300 Norwegian 

soldiers had taken up position, was particularly diffi-

cult. Armfeldt described the Langstein crossing as “a 

sum of bad roads”.  

 At Stjørdalselven river the water level was so 

high that a crossing was deemed impossible. The sol-

diers were exposed to cold, wet, hunger and disease, 

and the shortage of provisions was fast becoming a seri-

ous problem. For a while, Armfeldt waited here for 

food supplies from Duved to arrive, but to no avail. 

Armfeldt finally decided to turn back to Verdal, where 

food was expected to be easier to obtain. The civilian 

population had suffered great hardships during the fam-

ine years. Now, with the Swedish army ravaging the 

area in search for provisions, the situation was becom-

ing intolerable.  

The king is not pleased  
 It is now late October. The king is dissatisfied 

with developments in Trøndelag and decides on imme-

diate departure for Trondheim. Progress was good, and 

the army reached Trondheim within a week.  

 While Armfeldt lingered at Verdal, Budde had 

managed to obtain reinforcements and mobilize the de-

fense of Trondheim. Because of the wet and soggy 

roads, Armfeldt’s heavy artillery had been abandoned 

on the road to Skalstugan. With no artillery, Armfeldt 

was unlikely to be able to breach the defenses of Kris-

tiansten and take the city of Trondheim.  

 There followed a long wait. Both sides suffered 

greatly because of sickness and shortage of food. Arm-

feldt did not have the equipment needed to take the city, 

so Budde decided to out-wait the enemy.  

Illustration: Alf Lannerbäck, Försvarbild  
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The soldiers were retreating 

across Bukkhammeren moun-

tain when a snowstorm hit, 

killing at least 200 men. Fi-

nally, under constant surveil-

lance and at times under at-

tack from Budde’s ski units, 

the troops reached Tydal. 

Here, the poorly clothed and 

exhausted troops ravaged and 

plundered to stay alive, taking 

everything in the way of food, 

clothing and firewood that 

could be found and causing 

great suffering in the area.  

The fateful retreat across the 

mountain to Handöl began on 

New Year’s Eve. The cold 

was severe. The wretched 

state of the soldiers and their substandard kit would have made crossing the mountain a hazardous project even 

under more favorable conditions.  Armfeldt took some women hostages in Tydal in order to force the Norwegian 

farmers to show them the best route across the mountain.  

Illustration: Alf Lannerbäck, Försvarbild  

Photo: Tydal kommun   [Ed note:  The story of these men and the Norwegian defenders is told every January at the  Brekka Bygdatun 

in an outdoor play called Karolinerspelet i Tydal.    See:    http://www.karolinerspelet.no/  ] 
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The war was a matter 

for kings, far beyond 

the understanding of 

ordinary people. Arm-

feldt’s Norwegian cam-

paign, in which few 

actual battles were 

fought, caused great 

military and civilian 

losses and had far-

reaching consequences 

for the Trøndelag   

region.                      

(www.naboer.se)  

 

Disaster strikes  
 No sooner had the army reached the barren 

mountain slopes than a cruel snow storm set in. The 

women hostages were set free. The number of soldiers 

dying in the cold continued to rise. There was no shelter 

to protect them from the biting wind, there were no skis, 

no firewood, and the men were weak, their clothes in 

rags. Everywhere there were bodies of soldiers killed by 

the cold, like statues, frozen in different positions. Lying 

down, standing, crawling ...  

 The relentless blizzard scattered the soldiers 

over the mountain terrain. It took three days for the first 

soldiers to reach Handöl. At the time there were only 

three farms in Handöl, and the people could do little to 

help the exhausted troops. Most of the soldiers had suf-

fered frostbite, keeping the field surgeon busy with am-

putations. A soapstone tablet, found later, bears witness 

to the tragedy: “Anno 1719 the 20 January there were 

buried here 600 people. 

Consequences of the campaign  

 A total of 3,700 soldiers died, 3,000 of them 

while crossing the mountain. Another 451 soldiers were 

dismissed after the campaign as the frostbite damage 

they had suffered made them unfit for military service. 

The civilian population in Jämtland as well as in the 

Trøndelag region also suffered greatly from starvation 

and disease as a result of the war. A large number of 

people, many of them children, died as a direct conse-

quence of the campaign.  

 

The Great Northern War.  Sweden under Karl XII 

had much more land than they ended up with in 

1721 after wars with Norway, Denmark, Russia and 

Poland.  By 1732, with a peace treaty signed with 

Poland, all these wars came to an end.  The Karolin-

ermarsch was a small but important part. 

Illustration: Alf Lannerbäck, Försvarbild  
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Above: 

Carl 

Armfeldts 

Karoliner 

marsch 

through 

Sor-

Trøndelag 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karl XIIs 

likfärd 

(1884), 

målning 

av Gustaf 

Ceder-

ström 

(1845-

1933). 
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Celebrate the legacy of Eric Sahlström with indi-

viduals around the world. 

 

 Eric Sahlström was born in 1912 and would 

have celebrated his 100th birthday in August 2012. 

The Eric Sahlström Memorial Foundation has taken 

the initiative to celebrate the anniversary of his birth 

with a two day celebration, in partnership with many 

venues and performers. 

 Eric Sahlström’s Memorial Foundation is a 

volunteer driven foundation formed in 1986 after the 

death of the legendary nyckelharpa enthusiast Eric 

Sahlström. The Memorial Foundation has as its mis-

sion to preserve and promote the Sahlström tune and 

nyckelharpa (key fiddle) tradition.  To achieve this 

goal, the foundation encourages playing as well as 

promoting scholarly research and documentation in 

the field of folk music resulting in the production of a 

biography of Eric, CDs, and collections of sheet mu-

sic etc. Additionally, the fund provides financial sup-

port for learning and teaching opportunities including 

the Eric Sahlström scholarship which is awarded to a 

few youth players each year to attend the well-known 

Ekebyholm course. 

 On August 24-25, Eric Sahlström will be 

celebrated at the Eric Sahlström Institute in Tobo, the 

Uppland Museum, Uppsala Konsert & Kongress and 

on Vaksala Square in Uppsala.  These festival days 

will create opportunities for musicians, dancers and a 

broad public to meet and engage in the legacy of Eric 

Sahlström and Swedish folk music at its best.  

 On August 24, Eric Sahlström’s birthday will 

be celebrated at Sweden’s national center for folk 

music and dance in Tobo at the Eric Sahlström Insti-

tute. The hunting lodge will overflow with dance and 

music on Friday evening! This is also an opportunity 

to visit the Institute's nyckelharpa building museum.  

 

 On Saturday, August 25, Eric Sahlström 

will be celebrated in Uppsala with a series of activi-

ties including the opening of an exhibit about Eric 

Sahlström at the Uppland Museum, a fiddler proces-

sion through the city in partnership with the Upland 

Fiddlers Association, as well as concerts and jams at 

the Uppsala Concert Hall, Uppsala Konsert & Kon-

gress. The program at the Concert Hall includes a  

seminar, playing and dance workshops, as well as 

exhibits, films and open playing throughout the 

building. Two highlights will be the concerts - one in 

a reconstructed kitchen simulating where fiddlers and 

friends who met Eric will share their memories and 

play his tunes. 

 The Grand Concert in the main hall, hosted by 

master of ceremonies Mark Levengood, features a 

broad range of artists including Väsen, Bazaar Blå, 

Hedningarna, The Sahlström Family, Olov Johans-

son, Cajsa Ekstav, Ditte Andersson, Torbjörn Näs-

bom, Johan Hedin, Peter Puma Hedlund and Emila 

Amper among others. Over 100 youth nyckelharpa 

players will participate in the grand finale of the con-

cert.  

 

http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/celebrationattheericsahlstrominstitute/
http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/celebrationattheericsahlstrominstitute/
http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/exhibitattheupplandmuseum/
http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/exhibitattheupplandmuseum/
http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/programatuppsalakonsertkongress/
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 All of the events at the Uppsala Konsert & Kongress, with the exception of the Grand Concert, are free 

of charge. Tickets to the Grand Concert will be available on Ticknet.se later in the spring.  

 The evening features a summer concert and dance with Benny Andersson Band on Vaksala Square, 

just outside Uppsala Konsert & Kongress. Tickets to this concert will be sold through Blixten.se, Ticnet.se, 

077-170 70 70 and Ticnet agents. 

 For more about these festival days, visit http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/inenglish/    Contributions, of any 

amount, are now being collected by the Foundation to support the production of the festival days, as well as 

for future research, documentation, and scholarships.    To save on wire transfer fees, Elise Peters is collect-

ing the US contributions. Send checks to Elise Peters-ESMF, 4400 Minnetonka Blvd #216, St. Louis Park, 

MN 55416. All contributors to the 100th birthday fund will receive a thank-you certificate after the celebra-

tion. For gifts of $100 or more, contributors will receive a copy of the Eric Sahlström solo concert CD being 

released in conjunction with the anniversary celebration. 

known fiddlers. The energy is high and music can be 

heard around the clock through-out the building.  The course is arranged by Studieförbundet Bilda and you can 

find more out about the course on their website: 

 http://www.bilda.nu/sv/Startsidan/Aktuellt/Nyckelharpa-och-fiol-dygnet-runt---Latkursen-pa-Ekebyholm-

2012/ (in Swedish only.) 

 

 Each year, the Eric Sahlström Memorial Foundation provides a few scholarships for youth players. In 

addition the course fee, it is a large honor to be named a "Sahlströmstipendiat" and to date 85 people have re-

ceived the honor. 

 To apply, you must be between the ages of 13 and 20 years and play nyckelharpa or fiddle. Submit two 

recorded tunes accompanied by a short description of yourself.  Provide your name, age, address, telephone 

number and email address and send in your application no later than April 30 to 

 

Eric Sahlströms Minnesfond  

att. Cajsa Ekstav  

Torkelsgatan 28A  

753 24  Uppsala.  

You can also submit your application by email to cajsa.ekstav@gmail.com. 

For more information contact Cajsa Ekstav, 018–12 16 20 or Sonia Sahlström-Larsson, 018–14 14 80. 

 

It is now time to apply for the  

Eric Sahlström-stipendiet 2012  
– if you are between the ages of  

13 and 20 years old!  

 

The scholarship includes a slot at the fiddle and ny-

ckelharpa course held at Ekebyholm castle in Up-

pland held June 24-28, 2012. Musicians from all 

ages look forward to the inspiring, learning filled 

and fun week in June which many participants re-

turn year after year. As a participant, you will re-

ceive both group and individual lessons from well- 

http://www.ticnet.se
http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/bennyanderssonbandconcertdance/
http://www.blixten.se
http://www.ticnet.se
http://www.ericsahlstrom.se/inenglish/
http://www.bilda.nu/sv/Startsidan/Aktuellt/Nyckelharpa-och-fiol-dygnet-runt---Latkursen-pa-Ekebyholm-2012/
http://www.bilda.nu/sv/Startsidan/Aktuellt/Nyckelharpa-och-fiol-dygnet-runt---Latkursen-pa-Ekebyholm-2012/
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who was extremely generous with his time. I also 

played in the Comhaltas competition scene, being 

lucky enough to win a junior All-Ireland title in 1987. 

 With St Roch’s we played predominantly 

Irish music, and Irish music has always formed a 

huge part of my repertoire, but I started listening to 

and playing a lot more Scottish music in my teens – 

particular influences were Willie Hunter, Alasdair 

Fraser, John Martin, Judith Davidson, John Cunning-

ham and Gavin Marwick. Around the same time, I 

was soaking up music by great North American-

based fiddlers like Jerry Holland, Rodney Miller, Liz 

Carroll, Brian Conway and Graham Townsend. 

 In my late teens I started playing at pub ses-

sions in Glasgow – I was a semi-regular at the Halt 

Bar on Woodlands Rd, and also played often at the 

Vicky Bar on the Briggait. Through the session scene 

I met Angus McLaughlin, John Morran and Peter 

Politajs, with whom I formed the band Deaf Shep-

herd in the early 1990s. Apart from a couple of 

Breton tunes, the band played a Scottish/Irish mix; 

but I’d always enjoyed a good tune no matter where 

it came from, and had started picking up tunes from 

all over continental Europe. 

 But I still hadn’t heard any Swedish music or 

nyckelharpa until the autumn of 1994 - when I was 

sent a mix tape by a Swedish friend, Emelie Cajsdot-

ter. I loved the sound of the nyckelharpa and I spent 

the next couple of months (in these days before uni-

versal Internet access) wondering what a keyed fiddle 

might look like! 

 Around the same time, I decided to leave 

Deaf Shepherd (I was replaced by my old St Roch’s 

buddy Clare McLaughlin!) and take a year out of uni 

to go travelling. By a lucky break, I got in tow with 

Mallorca-based band the Raggle Taggle Gypsies, 

who needed a fiddler for a 2-month winter tour of 

Sweden’s Irish pub circuit. 

 I spent much of the next year playing in Swe-

den, Denmark and Norway with the Raggles. 

After asking everywhere I could about the nyckel-

harpa, I finally got to see one in the Music Museum 

in Copenhagen. Shortly afterwards my friend Hassi 

Nilsson arranged for me to have my first shot at play-

ing the instrument, at a session in O'Connor's pub in 

Uppsala. 

 Over the next few years, I spent a lot of time 

in Sweden – I loved the place and even have some 

remote family connections there. Despite my best 

efforts, I never made much progress with the  

 

Gavin Pennycook – Celtic Nyckelharpa 

 

 There are a small but growing number of play-

ers in the British Isles.  It’s a tantalizing thought that a 

nyckelharpa might have made it to Scotland on a boat 

from Scandinavia some time in the distant past, and 

been adopted by a Scottish musician.  As far as I 

know, Ruth Morris (in the early 2000s) was the first 

nyckelharpa player in Scotland, although the English-

based Scots Gris Sanderson and the late Katherine 

McGillivray started playing nyckelharpa at around the 

same time. 

 I got my nyckelharpa in 2007, but I’ve been a 

fiddler and whistle player for almost my whole life. 

The first person I heard playing fiddle was my Uncle 

Lindsay, who moved from Glasgow to Dublin just 

before I was born. Lindsay was a teacher and used to 

spend his long holidays back home in Glasgow. 

 My parents were often first-footed at New 

Year by Lindsay and his friend Frank McArdle, an 

excellent accordionist, multi-instrumentalist and the 

leader of the St Roch's Ceili Band. When Lindsay 

gave me a tin whistle for my 7th birthday, I started 

classes with Frank at Irish Minstrels Comhaltas in 

Glasgow, which was then as now full of great young 

players. 

 After a year or so of playing the whistle, I 

started on the fiddle – or rather, the violin, doing a 

few years of basic classical technique with Robert 

Leven, Elaine Fernandez and Rikki Fernandez (the 

last two unrelated). 

 However, I lacked the discipline to play classi-

cal music and soon gave it up to concentrate on tradi-

tional fiddle. We had a wee pool table at home, and 

my late grandmother Edith, a lifelong piano player 

who was always my greatest source of musical sup-

port and encouragement, came up with the bright idea 

of challenging me to games of pool while she played 

LPs of the greats of Irish fiddle music – Kevin Burke, 

Kathleen Collins, Frankie Gavin, Tommy Peoples, 

Andy McGann, Paddy Glackin. Her plan worked - I 

learned a lot this way, though I’m still rubbish at 

pool! 

 Soon I was playing most weekends with St 

Roch’s. I spent a lot of holidays at Lindsay’s place in 

Dublin, where he would take me out to play at local 

sessions. Through Lindsay’s friend Don O’Riordan, I 

was lucky enough to meet and play fairly regularly 

with legendary Galway fiddler Mairtín Byrnes,  
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 Unfortunately, though the harpa had been 

advertised as being in ‘good’ condition, it turned out 

to be in an unplayable state. The ‘nut’ (between the 

pegs and the keys) was hopelessly misaligned, two 

of the pegs were too worn to be any use, and the in-

strument needed new strings. 

 Olle was kind enough to make and send me 

replacement pegs. Tim Newcomb of the American 

Nyckelharpa Association supplied strings – a harpa’s 

bowed strings are purpose-built, but the sympathetic 

strings are just standard guitar strings. Guitar luthier 

William Kelday did a wonderful job on a new nut, 

so within a few months I had an awesome sounding 

instrument! 

 At first I played mainly gaita, and made 

some progress. But after my harpa was fully re-

stored, I started concentrating on it instead – it’s 

probably easier for a fiddler than the gaita is for a 

whistler, and also has the advantages that it’s easier 

to tune (even with 16 strings) and quiet enough to 

play along with other instruments. It’s also easier on 

the neighbours! 

 When I first started on the harpa I really did-

n’t know what I was doing - I had to watch videos 

on Youtube to try to work out how to hold and bow 

the thing! But with some help from my friend Ruth 

Morris, I soon picked up the basics. Like Ruth, I 

tune my harpa’s bowed strings in fifths  - ADGC, 

like a viola – with the 3rd string a tone higher than in 

the standard Swedish tuning. This is much easier for 

a fiddle player. 

 The harpa is an intimidating looking instru-

ment for a beginner – with so many moving parts it 

looks very complicated. But this is slightly deceptive 

– it might even be an easier instrument to begin on 

than the fiddle – if the instrument is set up correctly, 

the keys mean that you can’t play a note out of tune. 

That said, it is very easy to hit the wrong key, which 

of course gives you the wrong note altogether. I got 

round this problem initially by sticking labels with 

the note letters to the keys – a practical solution but 

not a very stylish one! 

 One challenge for a fiddler is that, whereas 

on the fiddle your fingers curl over the neck from the 

highest-pitched string (E) to the lowest (G), on the 

harpa the keys are arranged so that this stretch is re-

versed – the longest stretch is to the row of keys for 

the highest-pitched string. The nyckelharpa is also a 

much heavier instrument than the fiddle, so is more 

tiring to play. 

Swedish language, but I picked up a lot of Swedish 

music on the fiddle. I was inspired by the some of 

the wonderful music coming out of the country in 

the late 90s – bands like Väsen, Hedingarna, Den 

Fule and the Swedish/English group Swap, whose 

fiddler Ola Bäckström was a huge influence. 

 Also in the late 90s, I formed the trio Kinnell 

with Frances Morton (flute) and Tony Campbell 

(bouzouki), playing an eclectic mix of European mu-

sic, including a few Swedish tunes. We recorded a 

couple of these in 1999 on our CD, Donald’s Dog, 

along with some Breton music (I’d just been hooked 

on the music of the Breton fiddle geniuses Jacky 

Molard, Fañch Landreau and Ronan Pinc). 

 A few years ago, shortly after recording a 

solo CD of my own compositions on fiddle and 

whistle, it struck me that while my repertoire was 

extremely cosmopolitan, I was playing it on possibly 

the 2 most common folk instruments in Scotland! 

It’s always puzzled me why some styles of music 

should be played on such a small set of instruments. 

In Scotland, that set of instruments has expanded 

over the past few decades, but Scottish music still 

hasn’t fully embraced some of the instruments used 

in Irish traditional music - like concertina and uil-

leann pipes. 

 I decided to try address my situation by get-

ting hold of a nyckelharpa. While on holiday in 

Sweden in the summer of 2007 in Sweden, my dis-

tant relative Dan Morast helped put me in contact 

with Olle Plahn in Falun, an important center of 

Swedish music. Unfortunately though, Olle was 

away at a festival when I was in town. 

 My plan B was to get a set of gaita (Galician 

bagpipes), another instrument I’d admired for years. 

On the advice of my friend Nacho Martinez, a great 

gaiteiro who had spent some time living in Edin-

burgh, I ordered a set of gaita from Galicia’s most 

famous makers, Obradoiro Seivane. 

 However, Seivane had a long waiting list, so 

I had to wait several months for my instrument. 

Meanwhile, I ran into my old friend, Irish fiddler 

Tara Connaghan, who had just bought a harpa – I 

was jealous! But shortly before my gaita was due to 

arrive, I spotted one of Olle Plahn’s chromatic ny-

ckelharpas for sale on eBay from a seller in Amer-

ica. I emailed Olle to ask his opinion on the instru-

ment – and he advised me to go for it. In the end, my 

two exotic instruments arrived within a week of each 

other! 
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(with her band Bellevue Rendezvous), Gris Sander-

son, and the Swedish master Olov Johansson (along 

with Catriona McKay), to my knowledge no-one had 

ever devoted a whole CD to Celtic music. 

 I started to think about possible tunes and 

arrangements, and enlisted the help of 3 great Edin-

burgh-based musicians – Rob Truswell on guitar, 

Chris Wright on cittern and guitar, and Esther Kuck 

on bodhran. The music we settled on is a mixture of 

solo and ensemble sets (I play fiddle, octave-strung 

fiddle, gaita and whistle on some tracks), including 

many classic traditional fiddle tunes – these sound 

refreshingly different on nyckelharpa. We worked 

on the CD at weekends during the first half of 2010 

with the talented Richie Werner at B&B Studios in 

Edinburgh. 

 I’ve since discovered that Californian musi-

cian Aryeh Frankfurter beat us to it – his CD of 

Celtic music on nyckelharpa, The Twisting of the 

Rope, was released in 2009. However, Aryeh con-

centrates on slow airs and song tunes - very different 

from our up-tempo dance tunes. 

 Our music has been well received live - 

Bellevue Rendezvous, Väsen and Olov & Catriona 

have been blazing a trail for the nyckelharpa in Scot-

land, but the vast majority of people I play to in 

Scotland have never seen or heard of the instrument, 

and are fascinated by it. 

 The CD has even attracted some interest 

from Sweden, from a very unexpected source. The 

International Days of the Nyckelharpa festival takes 

place at Burg Fürsteneck in Germany in early Octo-

ber every year. By chance, Esther played a gig in 

nearby Marburg the night after the 2010 festival fin-

ished with the wonderfully named band ‘QuestWind 

- Pirates of the Hebridean’. During the break, the 

band played our CD, and three of the participants 

from the festival who were at the gig were so in-

trigued by the notion of a Celtic Nyckelharpa CD 

that they ordered copies. It was only a few weeks 

later that we realized one of them was Olle Plahn! 

I’d sent Olle a copy of the CD when it was first re-

leased, to thank him for all his help and advice – 

he’d emailed me to say he enjoyed it, but had some-

how failed to realize that the Celtic Nyckelharpa CD 

he heard in Germany was the same one he’d been 

sent a couple of months before! 

 

 

Gavin Pennycook 

 Although I love Swedish music and play a 

lot of it on the fiddle, I've been concentrating on 

Celtic music on the harpa. As I’m self-taught, my 

style of playing is derived from my fiddle playing 

rather than from the Swedish nyckelharpa style. 

Most tricks used on the fiddle can be adapted for 

harpa - for instance, I use many ornaments specific 

to Scottish and Irish fiddling, such as bowed triplets 

and fingered rolls. But there are some fiddle tech-

niques which can’t be transferred - you can’t slide 

between notes on the nyckelharpa, and use of fiddle-

style vibrato is impossible. And although the instru-

ment’s deep, full sound suggests that it would be 

well suited to playing slow airs, I find playing slow 

music difficult on the harpa - the bow is so short! 

 While it is possible in theory to play just 

about any fiddle tune in its regular key on the ny-

ckelharpa, it can often be almost impossible in prac-

tice - because the harpa has no E string (E is the 

highest string on the fiddle). You can reach the high 

notes by shifting position, but as only the highest 

string (A) on the harpa has a full set of keys, you 

can’t stay in 3rd or 5th position to play sequences of 

notes across strings as you might on the fiddle - in-

stead you have to shift up and down the A string al-

most continuously. The top Swedish players spend a 

lot of their time on the A string and so do a huge 

amount of shifting – they look on the string as being 

more like a piano keyboard than a fiddle string! 

 Most Scottish and Irish fiddle tunes can be 

adapted for the harpa, and strathspeys seem to suit it 

particularly well. The range of Scottish pipe tunes 

allows for them to played an octave down on the ny-

ckelharpa, but it’s easier to transpose many other 

tunes down by a fifth. This of course means you’re 

playing in a different key, but it also allows you to 

explore the lower registers of the harpa - these are 

the deepest-sounding and most exciting for someone 

coming from a fiddle background. 

 The similarity in tone between the nyckel-

harpa and the fiddle means that the harpa slots in 

alongside other instruments just as easily as the fid-

dle does, though it also means that my friends get to 

tease me that the instrument looks impressive but 

sounds just like a fiddle! 

 Late in 2009 I came across the Catalan musi-

cian Jordi Savall’s CD, The Celtic Viol, which gave 

me the idea for a CD of Celtic music on nyckel-

harpa. Though excellent renditions of Celtic tunes 

had been recorded by players like Ruth Morris  
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all of the different types of nyckelharpor in this 

article.  The variations, for the most part, are 

small and probably reflect different ideas of scale 

intervals among different makers of the instru-

ments.  For any of the readers who really would 

like to see these charts I would be happy to scan 

them and send them as four separate attach-

ments.  David E-V.] 

 

to the same string length, however, it is possible that 

the makers were aiming at a specific pitch and per-

haps trying to realize an intonation that was charac-

teristic of the particular musical environment of 

these instruments.  Before discussing this possibility, 

let us look at the tonal resources of the three oldest 

keyed fiddles extant. 

 

Keyed fiddles without resonance strings 
 The positions of the tangents on the Mora, 

Esse and Vefsen instruments cannot be fitted into the 

interval diagrams discussed above.  In order to see 

whether this might be because the position of the 

bridge has been wrongly located, a new interval dia-

gram was construction with 300mm as the smallest 

mensura, i.e. shorter than the possible minimum for 

these three instruments.  Even so, the plots of their 

tangents could not be fitted into a series of intervals 

corresponding to any known pattern.  It is probable 

that the proposed mensura are correct and that the 

intervals are not the same as for the keyed fiddles 

discussed above.  Tangent plots were made for the 

instruments of equal temperament using the two 

mensura accepted for the three instruments (390 and 

360mm) and their octave points were positioned on 

the same vertical line  [133] diagram 5).  The posi-

tions of the three instruments’ tangents were plotted 

as well as the string lengths calculated from scale 

tones played on the Vefsen instrument (cf. Bilaga 7). 

 The positions of the tangents on the Mora 

instrument [2], [5] appear to correspond to the fol-

lowing tones:  a¹ (open string), b¹, c², d², e², f²# (all 

lower than equal temperament), g², a², b², d³, e³, f².  

It will be seen that certain intervals in this scale 

deviate from those of equal temperament or just 

intonation.  Morever, the measuring points suggest a 

doric scale, i.e. a different arrangement of tones 

from that presented earlier.  The pitch of the notes 

can be varied considerably by the player and the 

deviations in intonation suggested by the positions 

of the tangents can easily be eliminated by  

 JAN LINGS NYCKELHARPAN 

English pages translated by Patrick Hort . Originally 

published by  P.A. Norstedt & Söner, Stockholm, 1967 

 

Chapter 6 

Tonal resources and size of intervals 

 

Tonal resources of the keyed fiddles with 

resonance strings, continued: 

 

T he tonal material of the keyed fiddles with 

resonances strings has changed considerably 

from the oldest instruments known - from the 18th 

century - to the chromatic keyed fiddles in use to-

day.  The basic scheme for positioning the tangents 

has however remained the same. 

 Apart from changes connected with efforts to 

alter the sound quality (for instance when the drone 

technique gives way to double stops and double 

stops to chords, cf. Chapter 7), it is noticeable how 

the tonal resources are extended and become in-

creasingly chromatic.  This is true of the general de-

velopment from the simple to the individual types of 

instrument.  It seems that the earliest representatives 

of the simple, the contra-drone, the silver-drone and 

the chromatic keyed fiddle all have fewer keys, i.e. a 

smaller range and fewer chromatic half-tones, than 

later models. 

 There are instruments which anticipate this 

development and these were probably the work of an 

instrument maker with greater ambitions than those 

of the average builder, whose keyed fiddle was re-

quired for a specific repertoire only. 

 One also finds instances of the opposite pro-

cedure;  instruments of a particular type which tend 

to lack the keys, or at least the tangents, that produce 

tones which are not required by the player’s reper-

toire. 

 When the makers copied the positions of the 

tangents from older instruments, their measurements 

may have been inaccurate; in the interval diagrams 

this will lead to random deviations from equal tem-

perament or just intonation (cf. diagrams 1--4 [126] 

& [127]).  If several instruments deviate with respect 

[Ed. note:  Rather than copy the detailed dia-

grams mentioned above, which take up two com-

plete pages in the book (pages 122 & 123) it will 

be sufficient to say that there is a great deal of 

variation in the placement of the tangents among 
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 Use of the tonal resources 
 Numerous melodies played on the keyed fid-

dle have been written down by ear during the present 

century and a number of recording have been made 

during the past two decades.  These records make it 

possible to establish which parts of the tonal re-

sources are used by player on the contra-drone, sil-

ver-drone, contra-drone double-keyed and chromatic 

keyed fiddles  (see Chapters 7 and 9). 

 No record has been found of melodies noted 

down from a performance on simple keyed fiddles or 

from keyed fiddles without resonance strings.  One 

cannot establish the scales used in practice with 

these types of instruments but alternatives can be 

discussed.  In the case of the simple keyed fiddle the 

question is complicated by the need to account for 

the deviation in the position of some of the tangents 

from the stopping lengths required by equal tem-

perament. 

 

Keyed fiddles without resonance strings 

 The tonal resources of the Esse and Vefsen 

instruments do not give any indication of what types 

of scales may have characterized the melodies that 

were played on instruments of this type. 

 According to the measurements of string 

lengths, the tonal resources of the Mora instrument 

comprise a scale in the D mode.  With the open 

string tuned to a¹, the compass of this scale is a¹ to 

f²#.  A melody in the Dorian mode can thus be 

played on the instrument provided it does not 

descend below the final a¹.  This instrument can be 

used to play melodies in the plagal Dorian mode 

with e² as the final, in the authentic Lydian mode 

with c², the authentic Phrygian mode with b¹, and 

other ecclesiastical modes.  One cannot, however, fit 

a complete major or minor scale into the sequence of 

tones indicated by the measuring points. 

 Both the morphological study and dating by 

the C14 method indicate that the Vefsen instrument 

is younger than the keyed fiddle from Mora.  While 

the instruments from Esse and Vefsen are probably 

of peasant origin, the keyed fiddle from Mora may 

have come from a different musical environment 

where a conscious attempt was made to construct a 

tonal material in accordance with the scales most 

used in playing.  In support of such an assumption it 

may be noted that the ornamentation on the back of 

the instrument is not considered to be the work of 

someone belonging to the peasantry. 

 

depressing the keys in question somewhat further 

than the others.  It seems clear, however, that the 

whole and half tone intervals indicated by the meas-

urement of string lengths are those for which the in-

strument was designed. 

 Like the Mora instrument, the keyed fiddle 

from Esse has a pure octave to the pitch of the open 

string with the mensura adopted here.  The positions 

of the tangents give the following intervals on the 

diagram:  a¹ (open string), a¹#, c² (lower than equal 

temperament), c²#, d² (higher than equal 

temperament), e², f²#, (lower than equal 

temperament), g² (higher than equal temperament), 

a², a²#, c³, (both higher than equal temperament), d³, 

e³. 

 The Vefsen instrument probably has a 

mensura of about 390 mm, like the keyed fiddle 

from Esse.  With this measurement, however, none 

of the points gives an octave to the open string.  The 

interval diagram results in the following scale:  a¹, 

b¹, c², c²#, d², e², f²#, g²# (lower than equal 

temperament), a²#, c³, c³#,  d².  The octave can thus 

be produced by varying the touch, which also has a 

considerable effect upon the tones above a². 

 It seems that the musical environment in 

which the Esse and the Vefsen instruments were 

constructed, was relatively uninfluenced by theoreti-

cal calculations of tangent positions according to the 

demands of equal temperament or just intonation.  

The scales of these instruments do not represent a 

particular type as in the case of the instrument from 

Mora.  In the Esse and Vefsen instruments, the keys 

appear to have been arranged somewhat haphazardly 

without considering the exact intervals.  This may 

also explain why there is a good number of chro-

matic half tones at the beginning of the instrument’s 

scale whereas the highest intervals are whole tones 

and even an augmented second.  It is possible that 

the curious scale of the simple keyed fiddle can be 

explained in the same way.  As reported above, this 

scale is also chromatic to start with but becomes dia-

tonic.  Here, too, the number of keys was presum-

able conditioned by the space available, but the scale 

differs from that of keyed fiddles without resonance 

strings owing to the development of a theory about 

how a string should be stopped to give the ‘correct’ 

intervals. 
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Simple keyed fiddle 

 Although there is no definite evidence of any 

particular melody having been played on the simple 

keyed fiddle, there are tunes which originated from 

districts where this instrument was used and which 

are traditionally held to be so old that one seems jus-

tified in assuming that they have been played on it.  

While most of these melodies are noted down in Cn 

major,    [A distinction is made in the present study between 

notated, fingered and sounding keys.  A sounding key is 

donated in the usual way, e.g. C major, and the letters 

representing its tones should be interpreted in relation to 

normal pitch, where a¹ = 440 Hz.  Notated keys and fingered 

keys are distinguished by subscripts, e.g. Cn major and Cf major 

respectively.  The reason for this is a follows.  Suppose that the 

first melody string of a keyed fiddle with resonances strings is 

tuned to a¹ (435 - 440 Hz.); one can then play a C major scale 

by starting on the third key in the first row.  If the instrument is 

tuned instead a semitone below normal pitch, i.e. with the first 

melody string tuned up to g¹ (392 Hz.), a major scale that starts 

on the third key will sound as B major even though it is 

fingered as C major (denoted Cf major.)  Furthermore, it 

sometimes happens that a collector prefers to notate this scale 

in a third key, say D major; this is then denoted Dn major.] 

several are reproduced in Gn major, even though 

they have been noted down from performances on 

the silver-drone key fiddle, which is usually played 

in Cf major. 

 Gf major is a key which should have been 

particularly suitable for the contra-drone keyed 

fiddle with its g drone.  What has probably happened 

is that players on the silver-drone instrument, 

besides borrowing melodies from those with the 

contra-drone instrument, have also copied the 

fingering. 

 Nearly all the old keyed fiddle melodies in 

major keys descend to a fourth below the tonic and 

consequently they cannot be played on the simple 

keyed fiddle unless they are transposed with g² as 

the tonic.  With c² as the tonic, only a few of them 

can be played on the simple keyed fiddle.  Since 

melodies in G major are common in old repertoires 

and highly suitable for contra-drone instruments, 

which are known to have been played side by side 

with the simple keyed fiddle towards the end of the 

latter’s period (cf. Chapter 2), it is probable that Gf 

major with g² as the tonic was employed with the 

simple keyed fiddle and possibly with the contra-

drone instrument during its early years (approx. 

1700 - 1820/30).  These old keyed fiddle melodies 

usually rise an octave or sometimes a twelfth from 

the dominant.  The interval diagram for simple  

keyed fiddles suggests that f³ is replaced either by a 

f³# or by a tone between f³ and f³#.  The possibility 

exists that the instrument makers intentionally con-

structed this interval so that the seventh sounded 

either “neutral” or major in melodies in Gf  major, 

while f³ is missing because it was not required. 

 A few melodies in minor keys have been 

noted down from performances on the keyed fiddle, 

some of them in Dn minor, very few in Gn minor or 

An minor.  Only three of those in Dn minor can be 

played in Df minor on the simple keyed fiddle.  Two 

of the others can be played in Df minor, while the 

range of the rest exceeds that of the simple keyed 

fiddle.  A fair number of Swedish folk melodies in 

the minor probably go back to the 17th and 18th 

centuries and several of them make use of the fourth 

below the final.  This fourth is also included in a 

cadential formula characteristic of these melodies  

(cf. Moberg 1950:22f.).  If these melodies are to be 

played on the simple keyed fiddle, the tonic must be 

d², not a¹.  This calls for a remark on the seventh at 

c³.  According to the diagrams for the tangent inter-

vals  ([126 a] diagram K, nos. 2.44, 2.67, 2.43) this 

sometimes lies between c³ and c³# and at all events 

the ‘tolerance circle’ lies to the left of the line repre-

senting the tone in equal temperament ([126 a] dia-

gram I, nos. 2.2, 14, 45).  In this case, too, the sev-

enth thus tends to be neutral.  This interval attracted 

the attention of collectors of Swedish folk music 

even in the 19th century (cf. Moberg 1950:15 ff.). 

 Another interval worth discussing in this 

context is the sixth.  Most simple keyed fiddles lack 

b³-flat and consequently a minor scale with the tonic 

on d² will have the Dorian sixth.  Minor melodies 

with major or neutral sixths were noted down for 

instance in Dalarna as late as in the first decade of 

the present century. 

 Haeffner’s description of the ‘Nordic scale’ 

casts interesting light on this discussion:  
 ‘The songs are, on the other hand, not infrequently sung to the 

accompaniment of a fiddle (or keyed fiddle), but not with the 

usual tuning.  The accompanist adapts himself to the singer so 

that the tones b-flat and c in the scale will be sharper than in 

our usual scale.’  

 (Haeffner 1818/1880 III:VII, translated here).  It 

seems that something along the lines of Haeffner’s 

‘Nordic scale’ may have been in the minds of the 

instrument makers when they measured the inter-

vals of the simple keyed fiddle and the early contra-

drone instruments.          [Ed.  End of Chapter 6.] 
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   Byss-Kalle Tunes in Nyckel Notes:  

(Includes  Skålarna, skänklåt.) 

Bodins C-Dur polska NN-22 

“Byggna’n”    (nr 48) NN-15 

“Femtolen”    (not in 57 låtar) NN-15 

“Grönsiskan” (the Siskin) (nr 14) NN-50 

“Isbrytaren” polska (nr 24) NN-47 

“Lärken” (the Lark) (nr 5) NN-13 

Nya G-dur polska (nr  25) 

(Slängpolska e. Byss-Kalle) 

NN-5, 12, 39 

Polska     (not in 57 Låtar) NN-19 

“Skålarna, skänklåt”  (nr 9) NN-50 

“Storsvarten”   (nr 49) NN-44 

“Tranan”  (the Crane)    (nr 8) NN-50 

“Vandringen”  (nr 2) NN-42 

“Västermarnspolskan” (nr 20) NN-35 
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 I used Birds Eye Maple for the back, tail-

piece and neck, sides of Flamed maple and Ameri-

can Black Walnut for the keys. Sitka Spruce front 

and a clear finish – Rustins Plastic Coating, as I 

never change the colour of any woods that I use. 

 So my daughter now has 2 nyckelharpas and 

she is gently getting to grips with learning some 

tunes. Väsen have at last published a book of some 

of their lovely tunes. A high level of expertise is 

needed for the tenor ‘harpa as you can play chords 

and many more notes so it may be a while before she 

uses it effectively. 

 I am considering making another nyckel-

harpa but combining design features from the two I 

have made later this year. Keeping the tenor’s mod-

ern shape, same peg-head, flat back, parallel sides 

and key box and fewer keys but still have 4 rows. 

 

  

Tenor Nyckelharpa Story 

 
by Alan Miller 

 

  

 

 I first became interested in Scandinavian mu-

sic about 10 years ago when I saw The Nyckelharpa 

Orchestra at a brilliant annual festival in central 

France – Rencontres Internationales de Luthiers et 

Maitre Sonneurs – where they had to perform 7 en-

cores as they were wonderful. I then ‘discovered’ 

Väsen and Bazar Blå and now have all their CD’s. 

My  ‘cello playing daughter Esther usually comes 

with me to my annual pilgrimage to the festival and 

2 years ago I offered to help her buy a nyckelharpa 

at the festival – there are some 140 instrument mak-

ers there.  She tried several instruments but at 4000 

Euros plus she felt I should make one instead. 

 Back home, after lots of Googling I found 

Sören Åhker’s book and set of plans and the DVD’s 

made by Rita Leydon and bought them on-line. I 

found Sören’s nyckelharpa quite straight forward to 

make and I finished it Feb. 2011 – again, photos of 

every step of its construction are on my Facebook 

page. 

 Back at the festival this year there were a 

couple of tenor harpas which I felt were of a much 

sleeker design. So, more Googling back home and 

discovered that Johan Hedin of Bazar Blå sold a set 

of working drawings for £60 which I felt was a bar-

gain for so much information, although a lot of in-

strument making experience is assumed. 

Making the tenor nyckelharpa is not for the faint 

hearted – the body and neck is similar to making a 

cello, except that the ribs slope in towards the back 

and you therefore have to make a mould. Making the 

keybox and keys (4 rows) took me over 100 hours – 

very exacting tolerances! Whilst Sören Åhker’s key-

box is parallel, Hedin’s key-box is tapered so every 

key is different – no CNC assistance is possible 

here. It is a great idea to have the sympathetic strings 

underneath the keys but there is very little room for 

error making the neck to body angled joint – there is 

about 5mm space (in height) for the strings to pass 

through. Johan’s instrument also has some ¼ tones 

but I left them out. 
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CD Review of “KONTAKT”  

 

 It was a pleasure to listen to the 15 tunes from Folke, Emma & 

Josefina.  This is a new recording from December 2011 with an em-

phasis on folk music from the Västmanland area of Sweden.  There 

are also newly composed tunes by Josefina and Folke in the genre of 

the same area but also with some more modern sounds.  Important to the group is the sound of Josefina play-

ing the nyckelharpa, Emma playing fiddle and for variety there are the multi-instrumental talents of Folke 

Dahlgren who, in addition to guitar, also plays säckpipa and spelpipa on this recording. 

 The clever album art is based on an imaginative extra-terrestrial contact with aliens and the last song 

on the CD, “Kontakt”, uses John William’s famous five note theme from Steven Speilberg’s movie - Close 

Encounters of the Third Kind as the first five notes of Folke’s tune in a pols type meter and tempo.  

 Folke Dahlgren is a multi-instrumentalist who received his bronze Zorn medal in 2010 and studied jazz 

improvisation at the Birka & Fridhems Folkhögskolor.  Since 1995 Folke has been active in many different 

groups and was selected as a soloist on the “oud” to play with the Royal Opera House Orchestra. 

 Emma Svensk Gunillasson, violin & fiddle, studied violin pedagogy at the Musikhögskolan Ingesun 

graduating  in 2001.  Since then she has combined music teaching with performance in both classical and folk 

music.  She grew up in Vesterås. 

 Josefina Paulson, nyckelharpa, is a 2011 graduate of the Kungliga Musikhögskolan in Stockholm.  

Josefina grew up in Västmanland, Sweden, and in 1993, at the age of 9, started to play the nyckelharpa as her 

first instrument, learning traditional folk music in Sala. It was during her studies at the Eric Sahlström Institute 

in 2005, that Josefina first considered a life as a professional musician.  Josefina became a “riksspelman” in 

2008, at the Spelmanstämma in  Delsbo, ”for playing the nyckelharpa lively and skillfully, in the tradition of 

Uppland”.   She has become a sought after teacher of nyckelharpa and (as mentioned earlier in this publica-

tion) will be teaching at Mendocino this sum-

mer (2012).  For more information about 

Josefina see the Mendocino website at:   

http://www.scandiacampmendocino.org/ 

 When you listen to this recording you 

will notice, as I did, the very up-beat, driving 

sound of the group.  I especially like their ver-

sion of  Futteri Petters vals which I have heard 

many times in the past here in Oregon.  I am 

also very attracted to tunes by the “Näcken” or 

“Fossegrimen” and I enjoyed their version of a 

Spel Karl tune by the same name.   Eight of the 

15 tunes on the CD are traditional tunes from 

Västmanland.  You will also appreciate the very 

clear, clean recording with very good balances 

between the three instruments.  Available from 

http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/folkeemmajosefina 

Fotograf: Mats Eklund David Elliker-Vågsberg 
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String  

Bazaar 
The ANA is pleased to of-

fer Nyckelharpa strings 

for sale!  We have playing 

strings and three versions 

of understring sets. 

 

 
Playing Strings 
 The playing strings are the four largest 

strings, the ones that you actually touch with the 

bow.  PRIM brand strings are made by an old 

Swedish string manufacturing company.  Their 

fiddle strings are popular among folk musicians, 

and are available widely in the US.  Their nyckel-

harpa strings are basically the same as their cello 

strings, except that they are the correct length for 

nyckelharpas instead of about a foot too long.  All 

four strings are wound.  The A-string 

is .020” (0.50 mm) in diameter. 

 

Sympathetic Strings 
 We offer three versions of understrings, 

described more fully in the January  1998 edition 

of Nyckel Notes.  Basically, the three sets can be 

called: 

 

6 + 6 : 

6 wound strings .021” (0.053 mm) in diameter, 

6 plain strings .014” (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

4+4+4 : 

4 wound strings 0.24”  (0.61 m) in diameter, 

4 wound strings .021”  (0.53 mm) in diameter, 

4 plain strings  .014”  (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

12-step : 
12 strings varying from .025”  (0.64 mm)  

to .014”  (0.36 mm), by steps of .001”.  The lower 

6 are wound, the higher 6 are plain. 

 

 

ORDER FORM 
Prices are for ANA members/non-members. 

Price includes shipping to a US address. 

e-mail for inquiries:  strings@nyckelharpa.org 

Send this form along with a check payable to: 

American Nyckelharpa Association to: 

Tim Newcomb 

P.O. Box 51 

Montpelier, VT  05602 

Playing strings Quantity Member 

Price 

Total 

Cost 

Non-

member  

Price 

Prim Full Set  $77  $87 

Prim A (1)  $15  $17 

Prim C (2)  $18  $20 

Prim G (3)  $20  $23 

Prim C (4)  $24  $27 

Resonance strings:     

6 +6 resonance set  $22  $27 

4+4+4 resonance set  $22  $27 

12 step resonance set  $22  $27 

   TOTAL  
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Dear Nyckel Notes Readers, 

 As you might have noticed, two more Byss-

Kalle tunes appeared in this issue as planned.  

More to come in the future thanks to FolkWiki: at 

http://www.folkwiki.se/   Also, if you haven’t done 

so already, check out the list of Byss-Kalle tunes 

that have appeared in this and previous Nyckel 

Notes on page 19.  Lärken (the Lark) was the first 

of his “bird” tunes to appear in Nyckel Notes.  Two 

more are on page 19:  Tranen and Grönsiskan (The 

Crane and the Siskin). 

 I am finishing 

this issue of Nyckel 

Notes on the 21st of 

March as I look outside 

at the foot of snow that 

has fallen in the last 6 

hours with more coming 

down as I write this.  The second day of Spring in 

Oregon! Our power was out for two days and 

March 21st was spent clearing snow with the trac-

tor and cutting fallen trees with the chain saw.  A 

foot of snow with rain coming down on top of the 

snow ended up with many trees down and many 

people without power in the Eugene area. 

 

David Elliker-Vågsberg, Editor 

  

The American Nyckelharpa Association 

The ANA is a non-profit organization dedicated to 

fostering the nyckelharpa and its music in North 

America.  We sponsor and produce music workshops 

across the country featuring the traditions of the  

nyckelharpa. 

ANA Membership dues are $12 per year, which in-

cluded a digital subscription to this newsletter.  $30 

per year for a snail mail membership.  Sign up on the 

web-site below. www.nyckelharpa.org 

 

.  Send article submissions to Nyckel Notes at:  

nyckelnotes@nyckelharpa.org  

or to 

David Elliker-Vågsberg 

84890 S. Willamette Street 

 Eugene, OR  97405-9500 

COMING UP -  ISSUE 51: 

 Summer 2012 

1.  Continuation of Jan Ling’s Nyckelharpan,  

     English pages, Chapter 7. 

2.  An in depth article by Ton Pel - Building a 

      nyckelharpa using Sören Åhker’s plans.  Part 

       one of three parts.  

3.  Review of “Swedish Folk Music Treasures -  

     Nisse Nordström with Peter Puma Hedlund” 

4.  More articles submitted by the ANA 

      membership! 

5.  More Byss-Kalle tunes. 

6.  “Body, Instrument and Swing, one Unit by 

       Josefina Paulson. 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

Please consult the ANA website for up-to-date  

information. 

Crane, at Borås 

Eurasian siskin 


